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Jabra PRO 900 Series
Wireless for everyone

The Jabra PRO 900 series is a professional wireless
headset designed for maximum performance. Now
everyone in your office can take advantage of the added
productivity and comfort that wireless convenience
delivers. Simple, intuitive and high quality, all in one
wireless solution.

Simple, intuitive design for fast user adoption

The Jabra PRO 900 series is simple to set up and features
intuitive call control functions for rapid user adoption. With
its adjustable ringtone volume and five different selectable
ringtones, the Jabra PRO 900 series makes it easy for users
to know when it’s their phone ringing – and not their
colleague’s – which is particularly important in large scale
wireless deployments.

Improves employee productivity

Jabra PRO 900 is available in single connectivity and dual connectivity
versions. Here is the dual connectivity Bluetooth version, which brings
all the calls from both your deskphone and mobile devices together into
one hands-free device.

Easy to deploy and manage

costs. The solution comes with free software that allows
you to interface with a range of softphone standards via
the embedded drivers as well as update your Jabra headset
solution with free value packs and service packs.

The Jabra PRO 900 series puts the freedom and convenience
of wireless communication in everyone’s reach. You can
now walk and talk for up to 120 metres away from your
desk for improved collaboration, multitasking and
productivity.

The Jabra PRO 900 series is optimised for use with all
leading
desktop
phone
systems
and
Unified
Communications platforms.

Future-proof investment - free software
upgrades available

The Jabra PRO 900 series is 100% software based, allowing
you to upgrade your headset without incurring additional

User safety and crystal clear audio

For all its ease of use, the Jabra PRO 900 series wireless
headset is still all about audio quality and user safety.
Features such as Jabra’s SafeTone™ technology clips off
loud sounds before they can damage users’ hearing and
ensures workers are staying within safe average sound
levels. All this with crystal clear audio as well.
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Variant

Variant name

Description

Designed for

Jabra PRO™ 920

Wireless DECT Headset for
Deskphone

 Up to 120 metres hands-free communication for your deskphone.
 Talk for up to 8 hours with no battery life concerns.

Jabra PRO™ 930

Wireless DECT Headset for
Softphone

 Up to 120 metres hands-free communication for your softphone.
 Talk for up to 8 hours with no battery life concerns.

Jabra PRO™ 930 MS

Lync Optimised Wireless
DECT Headset for Softphone

 Up to 120 metres hands-free communication for Microsoft Lync.
 Talk for up to 8 hours with no battery life concerns.

Jabra PRO™ 925
Dual Connectivity

Wireless Bluetooth Headset
for Deskphone and Mobile
Devices

 Up to 100 metres hands-free communication for your deskphone or mobile
device.
 Transfer calls from your deskphone to your mobile device and continue your
call as you head out the door.
 Talk for up to 12 hours with no battery life concerns.
 NFC connects your devices with a simple touch.

Jabra PRO™ 935
Dual Connectivity

Wireless Bluetooth Headset
for Softphone and Mobile
Devices

 Connect your headset directly to your PC (requires Bluetooth adapter) or
your mobile phone/tablet without the base.
 Up to 100 metres hands-free communication for your softphone or mobile
device.
 Transfer calls from your softphone to your mobile device and continue your
call as you head out the door.
 Talk for up to 12 hours with no battery life concerns.
 NFC connects your devices with a simple touch.

Jabra PRO™ 935 MS
Dual Connectivity

Lync Optimised Wireless
Bluetooth Headset for Softphone and Mobile Devices

 Connect your headset directly to your PC (requires Bluetooth adapter) or
your mobile phone/tablet without the base.
 Up to 100 metres hands-free communication for Microsoft Lync
or your mobile device.
 Transfer calls from your softphone to your mobile device and continue your
call as you head out the door.
 Talk for up to 12 hours with no battery life concerns.
 NFC connects your devices with a simple touch.
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jabra PRO 900 SERIES Product benefits
Digital signal processing for clearer sound
Clear sound is essential for a good conversation, not to
mention call efficiency and accuracy. Digital signal processing
(DSP) in Jabra audio devices will remove background noise and
echo as well as protect the user against sudden high peaks in
volume. Call handling time and potential misunderstandings are
significantly reduced.

HD Voice – Wideband Audio

High-quality audio for crystal clear conversations
Enjoy high-definition sound with HD Voice and get crystal
clear, intelligible communication. You get lifelike, vibrant
conversations where you can focus on the content and don’t
have to struggle to understand what the person on the other
end of the line is saying.

Jabra pro 930/935 models
UC Plug-and-play

Plug and play with all leading UC platforms
Jabra devices feature intuitive call control and seamless
connection to all leading UC applications and softphones. They
are easy to set up and easy to use, meaning there is no need
for installation expertise or extensive training.

dect models
120 Metre Wireless Freedom

Hands-free communication up to 120 metres / 350 feet
Get wireless mobility up to 120 metres / 350 feet to fully
control your Jabra hands-free solution with DECT technology.
Answer calls, multitask and move freely around on
your terms.

Jabra Software Applications

8-Hour Battery Life

Easy device configuration and softphone integration
Customise and control your audio device settings with Jabra’s
software applications. You get full integration and remote call
control with the latest generation of softphones.

Talk for up to 8 hours with no battery life concerns
A wireless audio device would not be a useful tool without
an incredible battery life. Even with so much performance
packed into such a small space, it still lasts for up to 8 hours
on a single charge. So you can talk and work for as long as
you want.

Noise-cancelling Microphone

Reduces unwanted background noise
Noise-cancelling microphones reduce unwanted background
noise and are ideal in crowded and noisy, open office
environments.

bluetooth models

PeakStop™

Safe sound and superior hearing protection
PeakStop™ technology immediately removes potentially harmful
loud sounds or tones before they reach your ears and keeps the
sound level within the safe range to protect your hearing.

Remote Asset Management

Remote mass deployment and device management
Configure and implement the company’s audio devices 100%
remotely from one central point. You get the latest features
and functionalities in one go with Jabra Xpress, a web-based
solution. You can also get a complete overview of all Jabra
audio devices installed in the IT network with Jabra Xpress’ asset
management component.

Remote Call Control

Seamless integration between your phone and headset
Answer and end calls on the Jabra audio device with seamless
integration between your phone and headset. The remote call
control gives you the power to multitask and be productive.
With a Jabra wireless audio device you can control your call even
when you are away from your desk.

SafeTone™

Enhanced hearing protection
Jabra SafeTone™ includes Jabra PeakStop™ and Jabra
IntelliTone™, the enhanced hearing protection technology.
Benefit from clear, crisp and automatic limitation of average
volume exposure during your working day in accordance with
acoustic standards and regulations. A feature that offers you
significant confidence, safety and comfort while enhancing the
quality of your communication.

Talk in Comfort

Be kind to your ears
Ensure total comfort with a wide range of styles that match
your individual needs and personal fit requirements. Our light,
ergonomically designed frames along with soft ear cushions,
adjustable headbands and microphone boom will guarantee
that your headset will be comfortable all day long.
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100 Metre Wireless Freedom

Hands-free communication up to 100 metres / 300 feet
Featuring Bluetooth® Class 1, your Jabra device enables you
to connect to a vast range of devices from smartphones and
tablets to laptop computers. You get a wireless mobility up to
100 metres / 300 feet giving you full control of your handsfree Jabra voice solutions. You can call and multitask on your
terms.

12-hour Battery Life

Talk for up to 12 hours with no battery life concerns
A wireless audio device would not be a useful tool without
an incredible battery life. Even with so much performance
packed into such a small space, it still lasts for up to 12 hours
on a single charge. So you can talk and work for as long as
you want.

Dual Connectivity

Manage all your calls from one single headset
Dual connectivity technology lets you manage phone calls
from several different audio devices, with one single headset.
You get greater flexibility and enhanced user experience.

Tap-To-Connect

Connects devices with a simple touch
Near Field Communication technology (NFC) makes it easy
for your Jabra device to instantly connect and interact with
phones, tablets and interactive tags. It requires no more
than a simple touch. Just tap the phone and the Jabra device
together and you are ready to talk or stream your music.
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Crystal Clear Sound

